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Marine Vet Launches Podcast to Combat Negative Stereotypes of Minorities in 
Cannabis 
 
Tre’Von Dorsey shares his dynamic journey into the industry, spotlights entrepreneurs of color 
to follow and shares resources, information and inspiration to empower others to create unique 
cannabiz ownership opportunities 
 
Washington, D.C. – January 8, 2019 - Accepted Narcotics Through Introspect (ANTI) podcast’s misnomer 
of a title may lead you to believe that this is an anti-cannabis podcast but in fact, it is just the opposite. 
Founder Tre’Von Dorsey founded ANTI acronym will also attract industry naysayers to the podcast’s 
social media and website offering otherwise opposing parties a chance to get educated on the real-life 
effects that cannabis -- as well as current cannabis policies -- has on the lives of black and brown people.  
 
The ANTI podcast not only informs but also entertains and offers a larger platform to elevate voices of 
those negatively affected by the use, criminalization and stigmatization of not only medical marijuana but 
cannabis in general. The stories shared on the platform are those full of inspiration told by mothers of 
children with difficult situations who’ve found relief and better quality of life with cannabis. Health care 
workers and related industry pros share how cannabis affects their industry, employability and how 
possible changes could improve their industries. Canna-preneurs, share their tales of how they overcame 
the negative stereotypes to carve out their own niche in the industry and change the lives of their friends 
and families with cannabis entrepreneurship and biz ownership. 
  
“The numbers show that ANTI quenches a deep thirst in this market, we gained over a thousand followers 
and email subscribers in less than a month since launching our first episode,” says Dorsey. “We look 
forward to producing more relevant, entertaining content and to working with other industry pros to host 
events, create education empowering the culture to take ownership of their own niche in the industry and 
launching the ANTI apparel line.” 
 
For media, sponsorship & advertising, contact info@tease-pr.com.  
 
For podcast interviews & industry collaborations, contact shoutouts@thinkanti.com.  
 
About ANTI 
Founded in 2018 by Marine veteran, Tre’Von Dorsey, ANTI is a pro cannabis podcast dedicated to 
elevating the voice and lives of minority consumers and those disproportionately stigmatized by laws 
surrounding cannabis. Hop on our email list, donate to the vision and join the community at 
www.thinkanti.com. © 2019 Accepted Narcotics Through Introspect. Elevate your conscience.  
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